Use of retroillumination to visualize optical aberrations caused by tear film break-up.
The aim of the current study was to develop quantitative methods to assess optical aberrations caused by tear film disruption. We used standard fluorescein imaging (FL) and a novel retroillumination (RI) method to image tear film disruption in 12 eyes. Using a clinical slit lamp biomicroscope, we alternated between widefield blue and narrow-beam white light to obtain an interleaved series of FL and RI images of the time course and pattern of tear film break-up. We developed an optical analysis that indicates that the RI image should be proportional to the spatial derivative of the FL image. Intensity fluctuations in the RI images are due to thickness changes in the tear film, whereas intensity fluctuations in FL images are directly determined by tear film thickness. As predicted by optical analysis of RI, the spatial distribution of gaps in the tear film seen with fluorescein appeared as pairs of light and dark contours in the RI images, and a precise correspondence between the spatial derivative of the FL image (slope) and the RI image was found. Both methods showed a gradual spreading of the tear disruption during blink suppression that varied tremendously among eyes in both time and spatial pattern. Resumption of normal blinking did not produce an immediate reconstitution of the normal tear film, and areas of tear break-up created during blink suppression remained abnormal for up to several minutes of normal blinking. Our analysis indicates that both FL and RI have the potential to quantify optical changes occurring during tear break-up. These results support an interpretation of RI as an intensity-based method for mapping the highly irregular optical aberrations of the eye produced by tear film disruption.